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SECTION 1: - CONTROLLER SETTING INPUTS -

PLC input indicators [Indicator 0CH 00] are listed for easy troubleshooting.

1.1 **POWER INPUT (RPR) [Indicator RPR]**

The freight door controller requires a separate disconnect switch located near the machine room door. Proper phasing of the three phase power will be indicated by the phase monitor relay RPR and power up the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and Power Supply Unit (PSU).

1.2 **STANDARD AND SLAVE OPERATION (NO JUMPER) [Indicator 1CH 00] OFF for STANDARD**

A fixed jumper affects the PLC program for Standard Control and Slave Type Control. Leave jumper from +24 to SLA OFF for standard operation.

**THIS MANUAL DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONING OF A STANDARD CONTROL. THE JUMPER SHOULD BE SET TO STD. IF SLAVE TYPE CONTROL IS DESIRED SEE MANUAL 202-SLAVE.**

1.3 **AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING OPERATION SETUP (POT#1) [Indicator 10CH 02]**

Set Automatic Time Closing:
- Turn POT#1 fully counter-clockwise = OFF (default, NO Auto-Close)
- Turn POT#1 fully clockwise = 5 minutes (maximum time)
- From fully counter-clockwise position: turn POT#1 slowly until BUZ [Indicator 11ch 06] flashes once (2nd increment). At this position timer is set at 15 seconds.
- Slowly increment POT#1 to desired Auto-Close time. With each increment.
- With each increment BUZ [Indicator 10ch 02] flashes once.

Remove Automatic Time Closing:
- Turn POT#1 fully counter-clockwise = OFF
- BUZ [Output 10ch 02] flashes twice. Auto-Close it turned OFF.

**Automatic Time Closing operation:**
1. With Automatic Time Closing feature set, door controller is available with automatic closing whenever hoistway door is open more than the DCL setting or the car door/gate is open more than the GCL setting.
2. A warning buzzer will sound 5 seconds before door closing commences and continue until the doors are substantially closed.
3. If the door controller receives an open initiation or a reopening device signal during closing, open operation is immediately initiated to re-open the door/gate (see Open Initiation).
4. If the door controller receives an open initiation before the time set for automatic time closing times out, the time will be reset (see Door Hold Open).

1.4 **OPEN AND CLOSE DIRECTION TIMER (POT #0)**

Final motor shutoff at the end of door operation is determined by potentiometer time settings that function to remove all power to the door motors. Potentiometers can be found on the left side of the PLC behind the cover marked POT.

When both landing door and car door/gate have achieved either full open or fully closed, a predetermined time adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are open, will de-energize the open operation. The POT adjusts the timer from 1 to 6 seconds. Set POT in center position for initial setup. Timing begins when both landing door and car door/gate begin slow speed operation according to the settings of the direction limits.
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SECTION 2: -ELEVATOR CONTROL INITIATIONS-

All contacts are to be dry (voltage free) isolated contacts.

2.1 BASIC INITIATIONS: CONTACTS REQUIRED BY THE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER

2.1.1 RETIRING CAM (+24 to RC) [Indicator 1CH 11]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate the retiring cam. The contact is to close after all doors/gates are completely closed, as indicated through the closing of the DC and GC contacts, and after a call to move the elevator car to another floor has been registered. The contact is to close and remain closed while the car is traveling, to open when the car enters the landing zone and to remain open while the car is at a landing.

2.1.2 INSPECTION CIRCUIT (ZNS to INS) (ZNSR to IN SR) [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 00]

Provide isolated, normally closed, contacts (or contacts incorporated in the inspection switch on top-of-car operating device) that deactivate the door and car gate control when the elevator controller is operated in inspection mode per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.26.1.4, or for "ACCESS" purposes per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.12.7.3. The contact is to remain open to deactivate the door and car gate, and must remain closed for normal power operation of doors and car gate. Separate disabling contacts are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

Deactivation of the door and car gate circuit by this inspection circuit contact does not affect the operation of the retiring cam nor the door contacts DC and car gate contacts GC in the interlock safety circuit.

2.1.3 DOOR OPEN, AUTOMATIC OPEN (+24 to DO) (+24 to DOR) [Indicators 0CH 03, 2CH 03]

Provide isolated contacts to initiate automatic opening. Separate contacts are required for front and rear openings of a double line except where there are staggered landings that allow a single Peelle controller to operate more than one line of doors. The contact shall provide momentary impulse to initiate opening within the landing zone and after the retiring cam initiation is removed, is to open after door open operation commences, and must not remake when the car starts away from the floor.

2.1.4 AUTO-CLOSE HOLD OPEN (+24 to X12) [Indicators 1CH 02]

Use where Automatic Time Closing feature is utilized as a portion of the Peelle controller and it is desired to hold the door open and gate open for an extended period of time. An isolated, normally open contact can be provided from the elevator controller or in the pushbutton station on the car that will close and remain closed. Hold open
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applies to both front and rear openings of a double line of doors and must be disabled when Fireman’s Service Emergency Operation is initiated.

2.1.5 HALL DOOR PUSHBUTTON “CUTOUT” (+24 to HDB)

Provide an isolated, normally closed, contact on attendant/non-attendant type elevator controllers, that disables for attendant-use and enables for non-attendant-use all landing door pushbuttons. Only one disabling contact is required for single, staggered and double lines of doors. Hall button cutout is not required for fire service operation.

2.2 FIREFIGHTERS’ EMERGENCY OPERATION: CONTACTS REQUIRED BY THE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER FOR ASME A17.1/CSA B44 RULE 2.27.3

If Fire Service feature is utilized as a portion of the Peelle controller, initiations from the elevator controller must meet the following requirements for each elevator. Only one set of Fire Service Initiations is required for either single or double line applications. See Automatic Open Initiation Contact.

2.2.1 AUTOMATIC OPEN MODIFICATIONS (+24 to DO) (+24 to DOR) [Indicators 0CH 03, 2CH 03]

Provide isolated contacts to disable auto open initiation when either Phase I or Phase II condition is effective except at the Designated/Alternate Landing. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors where there are both front and rear entrances at designated/alternate landing.

2.2.2 PHASE 1 EMERGENCY RECALL (+24 to X11) [Indicator 1CH 01]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate Phase I condition. Contact to close when Fire Service Phase I landing-located Key Switch at the designated landing (usually the main lobby) is turned to the “ON” position or when Phase I condition is initiated by a Smoke Detector. The contact is to open when Phase I switch is turned to “RESET” and then “OFF”. This initiation will cause the auto close sequence to commence when the elevator is at a remote floor with the doors open.

Door operating pushbuttons (located in landing and in the car) remain effective. Auto-Open initiation shall be effective at the designated/alternate landing only. Provision must be made to disable the Auto-Open at any other time during Phase I and Phase II.

2.2.3 DESIGNATED/ALTERNATE LANDING (+24 to X12) [Indicators 1CH 02]

Provide isolated contacts to close when Designated/Alternate Landing located Key Switch at the designated landing is turned to the “ON” position or when Designated/Alternate Landing condition is initiated by a Smoke Detector. The contact is to open when Designated/Alternate Landing switch is turned to “RESET” and then “OFF”. This initiation will cause the auto close sequence to commence when the elevator is at a remote floor with the doors open.

Door operating pushbuttons (located in landing and in the car) remain effective. Auto-Open initiation shall be effective at the designated/alternate landing only. Provision must be made to disable the Auto-Open at any other time during Phase I and Phase II.
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Provide isolated contact to signal elevator location in the landing zone of the designated or alternate landing to keep the doors open.

2.2.4 PHASE II INITIATION (+24 to X13) [Indicator 1CH 03]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate Phase II condition. The contact is to close when the car-located Emergency Key Switch is turned to the “ON” position and to remain closed as long as Phase II is in effect.

2.2.5 PHASE II “HOLD” (+24 to X14) [Indicator 1CH 04]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate Phase II “HOLD” condition. Contact is to close and remain closed while “HOLD” condition is in effect.

2.2.6 PHASE II “OFF” (+24 to X18) [Indicator 1CH 05]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate Phase II “OFF” condition. Contact is to close and remain closed while “OFF” condition is in effect.

SECTION 3: -HOISTWAY DOOR AND GATE LIMIT SWITCH, ZONE SWITCH AND PUSH BUTTON INPUTS-

PLC input indicators [Indicator 0CH 00] are listed for easy troubleshooting.

3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT (+24 to ZNS) (+24 to ZNSR) [Relays ZNS, ZNSR] [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 00]

+24 to 15 and +24 to 15R are normally open contacts through the interlock zone switch.

With the car at the landing, the retiring cam extended, the ‘zone contact’ located in the interlock zone switch will initiate the door and car gate portion of the Peelle control circuit. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

Loss of any part of the series of switches initiating +24 to ZNS and +24 to ZNSR will disable the door controller and de-energize all power relays.

3.2 REAR CAR DOOR/GATE INITIATION CONTACT (+24 to SG) [Indicator 2CH 00] (FOR DOUBLE LINE WITH STAGGERED OPENINGS ONLY)
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+24 to SG is a normally open contact provided by Peelle in all rear landing door zone switches where rear staggered openings occur in a double line of doors. Its’ purpose is to switch the gate operation from the front car door/gate to the rear car door/gate.

With the car gate at the rear opening, the Retiring Cam fully extended, the zone contact makes up and initiates the rear gate. For proper operation, opposite side car doors/gates should be closed.

3.3 OPEN PUSH BUTTON INPUT (+24 to DO) (+24 to DOR) & (28 to DO) (28 to DOR) [Indicators 0CH 03, 2CH 03]

+24 to DO and +24 to DOR are normally open contacts from the car station door open pushbutton. 28 to DO and 28 to DOR are a series of normally open contacts through the interlock zone switch and hall station door open pushbutton.

To initiate opening:
With the Retiring Cam fully extended, the car in the unlocking zone and opening desired, momentarily pressing the door open button will initiating circuit +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) and maintain open operation. When both hoistway door and car door/gate have achieved full open, a predetermined time (adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are open) will de-energize the open operation. Separate door open contacts are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

A 30 second time protection, built into the controller, times out and de-energizes all open direction relays. Its purpose is to prevent the motors from operating continuously for more than 30 sec. If the time protection times out before the doors are fully open, door operation will not commence until: a) the fault that prevented the doors from fully opening is cleared, and b) a door push button is operated.

3.4 RE-OPENING DEVICE (+24 to RD1) (+24 to RD2) (+24 to RD1R) (+24 to RD2R) [Relays RD1, RD2, RD1R, RD2R] [Indicators 0CH 01, 0CH 02, 2CH 01, 2CH 02]

+24 to RD1/RD2 and +24 to RD1R/RD2R are normally closed reopening device contacts from the non-contact reopening devices (light curtain) provided. Inputs RD1/RD2 (RD1R/RD2R) are used for any reopening device that can be affected by smoke.

1. Where light curtain test functionality is required by ASME A17a-2008/CSA B44a-08 Rule 2.13.3.4.9, a functionality test will be performed by the door controller prior to closing. Closing will not commence until the light curtain has passed the functionality test.

2. If Fire Service is initiated to the controller, the re-opening device contact is rendered inoperative and will not initiate reopening.
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3.5 REVERSING EDGE INPUT (OPTIONAL) (+24 to RE) (+24 to RER) [Indicators 0CH11, 2CH11 (2CH 03)]

+24 to RE and +24 to RER are normally open contacts from a contact type reversing device.

Reversing edge contact that when depressed will close the contact +24 to RE (+24 to RER) and initiate open operation by providing momentary impulse in parallel with the open initiating contact. Separate reversing edge contacts are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

3.6 CONSTANT PRESSURE CLOSE PUSHBUTTON INPUT (+24 to DC) (+24 to DCR) & (28 to DC) (28 to DCR) [Indicators 0CH 09,2CH 09]

+24 to DC and +24 to DCR are normally open contacts from the car station door close push button. 28 to DC and 28 to DCR are normally open contacts through the interlock zone switch and hall station door close push button.

To initiate closing:
With the Retiring Cam fully extended, the car in the unlocking zone and closing desired, constant pressure on the door close button will initiate circuit +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) and provide close operation. When both hoistway door and car door/gate have achieved full close a predetermined time (adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are closed) will de-energize the close operation. Separate close initiation contacts are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.
1. Continuous initiation of +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) is required to maintain close operation. Door close initiation is to remain until the stopping process is initiated in the very final stage of closing (less then 1ft/300mm).
2. If the door controller receives an open initiation or a reopening device signal, open operation is immediately initiated to re-open the door/gate (see Open Initiation).
3. During close operation, release of the door close push button will initiate open operation to re-open the door/gate. Note that in the very final stage of closing (less then 1ft/300mm) when the door is in the process of stopping, the door will complete the stopping process without continually depressing the close button, however open pushbutton and stop button are still effective.

The purpose of the stopping process is to:
1. Smoothly slow down the door during the final phase of closing from the point where slow-down operation of the hoistway door is initiated through 1 full second after the hoistway doors are fully closed. This is to ensure full close has been achieved and overcome any residual bounce.
2. Provide a definitive point in the closing operation where release of the door close button will not initiate re-opening.
3. Provide slow-down power on the hoistway door and car door/gate for a new time allowance in response to a re-initiation of the door close push button. This is available in the event of a door rebound and additional closing is required.

A 30 second time protection, built into the controller, times out and de-energizes the close direction relays. Its purpose is to prevent the motors from operating continuously for more than 30 sec. If the time protection times out before the doors are fully closed, door operation will not commence until: a) the fault that prevented the doors from fully closing is cleared, and b) a door push button is operated.
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3.6.1 **MOMENTARY PRESSURE CLOSE PUSHBUTTON INPUT** (+24 to DCM) (+24 to DCMR) (28 to DCM) & (28 to DCMR) [Indicators 0CH 10, 2CH 10] (SEE SECTION 3.6 FOR WIRING DETAILS)

+24 to DCM and +24 to DCMR are inputs from the car and hall station door close pushbutton for the option of momentary pressure closing. 28 to DCM and 28 to DCMR are normally open contacts through the interlock zone switch and hall station door close push button for the option of momentary pressure close. If this feature is desired, DC and DCR terminals are not used.

To initiate closing:
With the Retiring Cam fully extended, the car in the unlocking zone and closing desired, momentary pressure on the door close button will initiate circuit +24 to DCM (+24 to DCMR) and provide close operation. When both hoistway door and car door/gate have achieved full close a predetermined time (adjustable setting by POT #1 ideally at 1 full second after doors are closed) will de-energize the close operation.

1. A warning buzzer will sound approximately 3 seconds before door closing commences and continue until the doors are substantially closed.
2. If the door controller receives an open initiation or a reopening device signal, open operation is immediately initiated to re-open the door/gate (see Open Initiation).

3.7 **STOP PUSH BUTTON** (+24 to ZNS) (+24 to ZNSR) [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 00] (SEE 3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT)

In Car: where required provide a normally closed stop button wired in series with the Unlocking Devices. Separate stop buttons are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

In Hall: where required provide a normally closed stop button wired in series with each floor zone switch to Input +24 to 15. Separate stop buttons are required for each door and must only be wired in series with the respective at floor zone switch.

3.8 **PULL STRAP CONTACT** (+24 to ZNS) (+24 to ZNSR) [Indicators 0CH 0, 2CH 00] (SEE 3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT AND 3.7 STOP PUSH BUTTON)

Where pull straps are provided on power operated doors, wire the normally closed contact in series with the stop pushbutton and unlocking devices to input ZNS input. The pull strap must be seated in the holster and the keyed contact reset to enable door operation.

3.9 **DOOR CLOSE SLOW DOWN LIMIT** (+24 to DCL) (+24 to DCLR) [Indicators 0CH 04, 2CH 04]

+24 to DCL and +24 to DCLR are normally closed proximity limit switches that open when the landing door is 250mm (10in) from the closed position. The switch is mounted on the car door/gate rail. A separate switch is provided for each line of doors where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the doors comes within the proximity of the switch.
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3.10 **DOOR OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT** (+24 to DOL) (+24 to DOLR) [Indicators 0CH 05, 2CH 05]

![Diagram of DOOR OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT](image)

+24 to DOL and +24 to DOLR are normally closed proximity limit switches that open when the landing door is 250mm (10in) from the open position. The switch is mounted on the **car door/gate rail**. A separate switch is provided for each line of doors where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the doors comes within the proximity of the switch.

3.11 **GATE CLOSE SLOW DOWN LIMIT** (+24 to GCL) (+24 to GCLR) [Indicators 0CH 06, 2CH 06]

![Diagram of GATE CLOSE SLOW DOWN LIMIT](image)

+24 to GCL and +24 to GCLR are normally closed limit switches that open when the gate is 350mm (14in) from the closed position. The switch is mounted on the **car door/gate rail**. A separate switch is provided for each gate where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the gates comes within the proximity of the switch.

3.12 **GATE OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT** (+24 to GOL) (+24 to GOLR) [Indicators 0CH 07, 2CH 07]

![Diagram of GATE OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT](image)

+24 to GOL and +24 to GOLR are normally closed limit switches that open when the gate is 350mm (14in) from the open position. The switch is mounted on the **car door/gate rail**. A separate switch is provided for each gate where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the gate comes within the proximity of the switch.

3.13 **DOOR OPEN FINAL (OPTIONAL)** (+24 to DOF) (+24 to DOFR) [Indicators 0CH 08, 2CH 08]

![Diagram of DOOR OPEN FINAL](image)

Where provided on bi-parting doors, +24 to DOF and +24 to DOFR are normally open limit switches mounted on the **Peelle hoistway landing door rail** that close when the lower door panel is 13mm (1/2in) from the stop position. A separate switch is provided for each door and wired in parallel to give a hoistway landing door open signal to the door controller. This input is optional and used for the **Automatic Stay Open** feature on bi-parting doors.
SECTION 4: OUTPUT SIGNALS AND SAFETY CIRCUIT PROVIDED BY PEELLE-

All outputs are dry (voltage free) contacts to the elevator controller.

4.1 CAR DOOR/GATE OPEN FINAL SIGNAL (X15 to X16) (X15R to X16R)

X15 to X16 and X15R to X16R are isolated contacts from gate open final limit GOF and GOFR. Wire switch for either normal open or normally closed as required. A separate signal is provided for each gate to give an open door signal to the elevator controller.

4.2 DOOR AND GATE CLOSED SIGNAL (X19 to X20) (X19R to X20R) [Indicators 10CH 00, 10CH 01]

X19 to X20 and X19R to X20R are contacts from the Peelle controller that close when door and car gate close operation is complete. A separate signal is provided for front and rear door close signals to the elevator controller.

NOTE: This signal is subject to reset in the event of power failure and should be used for control purposes and redundancy checking only. For interlocking circuit use the door and car gate Interlocking Circuit provided.

4.3 DOOR AND CAR GATE INTERLOCKING CIRCUITS (X1 to X9)

Approved interlocks are required when powers operated vertically sliding elevator doors are installed. The Peelle supplied interlock arrangement requires that:

1. All DC (hoistway door closed) and GC (car gate closed) contacts be connected in series and that the contacts be made when the doors and gates are closed.
2. All DI (hoistway door locking) contacts be connected in series and that the contact be made when the doors are locked.

When the elevator controller is signaled, "all doors closed", the elevator controller may initiate retiring cam operation (see Retiring Cam Initiation Contact). Initiation will cause the retiring cam face to retire (lift). When the interlock device is no longer depressed by pressure of the retiring cam face, hoistway door locking action takes place and the elevator controller is signaled that the hoistway doors locking action is complete. The elevator controller shall not allow the...
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elevator car to run unless all DC (hoistway door closed) and GC (gate closed) and DI (hoistway door locking) contacts are made.

SECTION 5: -HOISTWAY DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES AND ACCESS SWITCH OPERATION-

5.1 DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES SUPPLIED BY PEELLE (SEE 3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT)

Biparting vertically sliding doors are unlocked when the elevator car is in a landing zone and they may be provided with unlocking devices per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.12.6. Except in jurisdictions which limit the use of unlocking devices, they are provided at every landing. Unlocking devices for power operated landing doors are equipped with a contact that zones out the door/gate power operation portion of the controller when the unlocking device is being used. For power doors, both power door operation and elevator operation are not available when the door unlocking device is in the unlocked position with the chain pulled.

5.2 ACCESS SWITCHES SUPPLIED BY ELEVATOR CONTRACTOR

Access switches, may be provided by the elevator supplier per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.12.7. The Peelle controller is provided with terminals to allow access switch operation to bypass the lowest and/or upper floor landing door close contact DC, and to bypass car gate close contact GC. Access switch operation allows the elevator car to be operated with the respective landing door and car gate open. Access switch operation must also open the Inspection Circuit contact ZNS to INS (ZNSR to INSR) to prevent landing door and car gate being powered from landing or car stations; refer to section 1.4.

NOTE: For bypass connections see X1, X2, X3, X3A---X3Y, X4 door and gate interlock circuit.
APPENDIX A
Standard Operation – Open Direction Operational Flow Chart - TDP

1. Door open button momentary pressure >Signal +24-DO
2. Door begins to open in high speed
3. Door reaches 250mm (10 in) from open >Dol opens
4. Door changes to slow speed
5. Door reaches full open and stalls >Dof closes (Where provided)
6. Gate begins to open in high speed
7. Gate reaches 350mm (14 in) from open >Gol opens
8. Gate changes to slow speed
9. Gate reaches full open and stalls >Signal X15-X16 (X15R-X16R) closes
10. Open relays timed out by >Timer set (1 to 6 sec.)
11. Open relays de-energize
12. Yes
   - Open relays time out by >Timer (30 sec.)
   - All motors stop
13. No
   - Signal +24-DO
   - Close input after this point can initiate closing
   - Set timer by pot #0 to time out 1 sec. after gate opens
   - Gate changes to slow speed
   - Gate reaches full open and stalls >Signal X15-X16 (X15R-X16R) closes
   - Gate opens
   - Gate changes to slow speed
   - Gate reaches 350mm (14 in) from open >Gol opens
   - Gate begins to open in high speed
   - Gate reaches 250mm (10 in) from open >Dol opens
   - Door begins to open in high speed
   - Door open button momentary pressure >Signal +24-DO
   - Door opens
   - Door changes to slow speed
   - Door reaches full open and stalls >Dof closes (Where provided)
APPENDIX B
Standard Operation – Close Direction Operational Flow Chart – TDP

**DOOR CLOSE BUTTON**
- CONSTANT PRESSURE
  - >INPUT +24-DC
- MOMENTARY PRESSURE
  - >INPUT +24-DCM

**WARNING SIGNAL**
- (5sec. Auto-Close)
- (2sec. Momentary)
  - >OUTPUT BUZZER

**LIGHT CURTAIN FUNCTIONALITY TEST**
- >OUTPUT LCT
- >INPUTS RD1, RD2

**AUTO-CLOSE INITIATION**
- >TIMER SET 15, 30, 45, 60, 90, 120, 180 OR 300 seconds
- FOR DOOR HOLD OPEN
  - >INPUT +24-X12

**SET POT#1**
- FULLY COUNTER-CLOCKWISE TO TURN OFF AUTO-CLOSE

---

**GATE SLOW SPEED (LOW KE)**
- REOPENING DEVICE BLOCKED
  - >TIMER (20sec)

**LIGHT CURTAIN TEST PASS**
- NO
  - NO OPERATION
  - START AGAIN

**YES**
- GATE CHANGES TO LOW SPEED (NUDGING)
  - >TIMER (1sec)
- GATE REMAINS IN SLOW SPEED DURING NUDGING

**LIGHT CURTAIN BLOCK BEFORE THIS POINT WILL INITIATE REOPENING**

**GATE SLOW SPEED (LOW KE)**
- REOPENING DEVICE BLOCKED
  - >TIMER (20sec)

**GATE CHANGES TO LOW SPEED**
- LIGHT CURTAIN TEST PASS
  - YES
  - GATE BEGINS TO CLOSE
  - IN HIGH SPEED
  - GATE REACHES 450mm (18in) FROM CLOSE
    - >GCL OPENS

**GATE SLOW SPEED (LOW KE)**
- REOPENING DEVICE BLOCKED
  - >TIMER (20sec)

**GATE CHANGES TO LOW SPEED**
- LIGHT CURTAIN TEST PASS
  - YES
  - GATE BEGINS TO CLOSE
  - IN HIGH SPEED
  - GATE REACHES 250mm (10in) FROM CLOSE
    - >DCL OPENS

**GATE MOTOR TIMED OUT BY**
- >TIMER (1sec)

**CLOSE RELAYS TIMED OUT BY**
- >TIMER (1sec)
  - >SIGNAL X19-X20 (X19R-X20R) CLOSES

**CLOSE RELAYS DE-ENERGIZED**
- NO
  - CLOSE RELAYS TIME OUT BY
  - >TIMER (30sec)
  - ALL MOTORS STOP

---

**THE PEELLE COMPANY**
FREIGHT DOORS | CAR GATES | CAR ENCLOSURES
TECHNICAL SUPPORT 1-800-787-5020 ext 275

231.V1
CONTROL SYSTEM & INTERFACE GUIDE c/w TDP
**APPENDIX - C**

**Standard Operation Troubleshooting Chart**

I/O Function Chart

- Use the appropriate chart for STANDARD or SLAVE operational interface.
- ZNS must be ON to allow door operation and goes OFF when retiring cam is lifted.
- In sequence open, the car door will not start to open until the landing door is 2/3 open.
- In sequence close, the landing door will not start to close until the car door is 2/3 closed.
- DC, constant pressure door close be held until both car and landing doors are closed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Name</th>
<th>Front Indicator</th>
<th>Rear Door Indicator Double Line</th>
<th>Lift Traveling Between Floors</th>
<th>Lift Arrives at Floor</th>
<th>Landing Door Opening</th>
<th>Car Door Opening</th>
<th>Doors Fully Open</th>
<th>Doors Final Opening</th>
<th>Momentum / Auto-close</th>
<th>Light Curtain Test Function</th>
<th>Car Door Closing</th>
<th>Landing Door Closing</th>
<th>Doors Fully Closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZNS</td>
<td>0CH 00</td>
<td>2CH 00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD1</td>
<td>0CH 01</td>
<td>2CH 01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD2</td>
<td>0CH 02</td>
<td>2CH 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>0CH 03</td>
<td>2CH 03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCL</td>
<td>0CH 04</td>
<td>2CH 04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOL</td>
<td>0CH 05</td>
<td>2CH 05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCL</td>
<td>0CH 06</td>
<td>2CH 06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOL</td>
<td>0CH 07</td>
<td>2CH 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>0CH 08</td>
<td>2CH 08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>0CH 09</td>
<td>2CH 09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>0CH 10</td>
<td>2CH 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RE</td>
<td>0CH 11</td>
<td>2CH 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>1CH 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUZ</td>
<td>11CH 06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCR</td>
<td>11CH 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>10CH 04</td>
<td>12CH 04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10CH 05</td>
<td>12CH 05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DH</td>
<td>10CH 06</td>
<td>12CH 06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DL</td>
<td>10CH 07</td>
<td>12CH 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>11CH 00</td>
<td>11CH 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GL</td>
<td>11CH 01</td>
<td>11CH 03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCT</td>
<td>11CH 04</td>
<td>11CH 05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X15-X16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X19-X20</td>
<td>10CH 00</td>
<td>10CH 01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GC</td>
<td>(X1-X2)</td>
<td>(X2-X7)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>(X3-X4)</td>
<td>(X4-X8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DI</td>
<td>(X5-X6)</td>
<td>(X6-X9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PLC Outputs to Control Relays**

**Interlock**

The chart details the operation sequence for standard and slave operational interfaces, with specific inputs and initiations for each signal. The chart also includes PLC outputs to control relays and an interlock system, ensuring safe and efficient operation of freight doors, car gates, and car enclosures.
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FREIGHT ELEVATOR POWER DOOR INTERFACE
AND INITIATING CONTACT REQUIREMENTS
FOR CONTROLLER SERIES #2742-PLC

SLAVE MODE OPERATION
(FOR STANDARD CONTROL SEE STANDARD OPERATION SECTION)
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SECTION 1: - CONTROLLER SETTING INPUTS-

PLC input indicators [Indicator 0CH 00] are listed for easy troubleshooting.

1.1 POWER INPUT (RPR) [Indicator RPR]

The freight door controller requires a separate disconnect switch located near the machine room door. Proper phasing of the three phase power will be indicated by the phase monitor relay RPR and power up the Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and Power Supply Unit (PSU).

1.2 STANDARD AND SLAVE OPERATION (FIXED JUMPER) [Indicator 1CH 00] OFF for SLAVE

A fixed jumper affects the PLC program for Standard Control and Slave Mode Control. Set jumper from +24 to SLA for slave operation.

THIS MANUAL DESCRIBES THE FUNCTIONING OF A SLAVE MODE CONTROL. IF STANDARD CONTROL IS DESIRED SEE MANUAL 202-STANDARD.

1.3 AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING OPERATION

AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING IS NOT A FUNCTION OF THE DOOR CONTROLLER IN SLAVE MODE. THERE ARE NO DWELL TIME OR CLOSE INITIATION EXCEPT FOR DOOR CLOSE INPUT. SEE SECTION 2.4 CLOSE INITIATION.

1.4 OPEN AND CLOSE DIRECTION TIMERS (POT #0)

Final motor shutoff at the end of door operation is determined by potentiometer time settings that function to remove all power to the door motors. Potentiometers can be found on the left side of the PLC behind the cover marked POT.

When both landing door and car door/gate have achieved either full open or fully closed, a predetermined time adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are open, will de-energize the open operation. The POT adjusts the timer from 1 to 6 seconds. Set POT in center position for initial setup. Timing begins when both landing door and car door/gate begin slow speed operation according to the settings of the direction limits.

SECTION 2: - BASIC INITIATIONS: CONTACTS REQUIRED BY THE ELEVATOR CONTROLLER -

All contacts are to be dry (voltage free) isolated contacts.

2.1 INSPECTION CIRCUIT (OPTIONAL) (ZNS to INS) (ZNSR to INSR) [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 0]

Provide isolated contacts (or contacts incorporated in the inspection switch on top-of-car operating device) that deactivate the door and car gate control when the elevator controller is operated in inspection mode per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.26.1.4, or for “ACCESS” purposes per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.12.7.3. The contact is to remain open to deactivate the door and car gate, and must remain closed for normal power operation of doors and car gate. Separate disabling contacts are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

Deactivation of the door and car gate circuit by this inspection circuit contact does not affect the operation of the retiring cam nor the door contacts DC and car gate contacts GC in the interlock safety circuit.

2.2 OPEN INITIATION (+24 to DO) (+24 to DOR) [Indicators 0CH 03, 2CH 03]
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**CAR DOOR/GATE OPEN FINAL SIGNAL** (X15 to X16) (X15R to X16R)

+24 to DO and +24 to DOR are isolated, normally open contacts provided by the elevator control to initiate open. X15 to X16 (X15R to X16R) is a normally open or normally closed contact.

To initiate open:
With the Retiring Cam fully extended, the car in the unlocking zone and opening desired, closing the open initiating circuit +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) will initiate and maintain open operation. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors. When both hoistway door and car door/gate have achieved full open, a predetermined time (adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are open) will de-energize the open operation. Once the car door/gate reaches its open position and activates the open final signal (GOF), X15 to X16 (X15R to X16R) contact will close, +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) circuit is to then be opened.

Continuous initiation of +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) until full open is required to maintain open operation. Should the open initiation circuit be dropped prior to activation of car door/gate low speed limit (GOL), power will be removed but the doors and gates will continue to coast open. Once hoistway door low speed and car door/gate low speed limits are activated (DOL, GOL), opening will continue automatically until full open is achieved.

A 30 second time protection, built into the controller, times out and de-energizes all open direction relays. Its purpose is to prevent the motors from operating continuously for more than 30 sec. If the time protection times out before the doors are fully open, +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) is to remain closed until: a) the fault that prevented the doors from fully opening is cleared, and b) a door push button is operated.

2.3 **CLOSE INITIATION** (+24 to DC) (+24 to DCR) [Indicators 0CH 09, 2CH 09]

**DOOR CLOSED SIGNAL (AUXILIARY)** (X19 to X20) (X19R to X20R)

+24 to DC and +24 to DCR are isolated, normally open contacts provided by the elevator control to initiate close. X19 to X20 and X19R to X20R are contacts from the Peelle controller that close when door and car gate close operation is complete.

**NOTE:** X19 to X20 (X19R to X20R) signals are subject to reset in the event or power failure and should be used for control purposes only. If a physical connection to the car gate independent of the door controller is required, use the Landing Door and Car Door Closed Signals X3 to X4 (X4 to X8) and X1 to X2 (X2 to X7).

To initiate close:
With the Retiring Cam fully extended, the car in the unlocking zone and closing desired, closing the close initiating circuit +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) will initiate and maintain close operation. When both hoistway door and car door/gate have achieved full close, the controller will activated door closed signal X19 to X20 (X19R to X20R). +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) circuit are to then be opened. A predetermined time (adjustable setting by POT #0 ideally at 1 full second after doors are closed) will de-energize the close operation. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.
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1. Continuous initiation of +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) is required to maintain close operation. Door close initiation is to remain closed until door close signal X19 to X20 (X19R to X20R) closes.
2. If the elevator controller receives a reopening device signal, close initiation circuit +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) is to be disabled. Open operation is to then be immediately initiated to re-open the door/gate (see Open Initiation).
3. During close operation, release of the door close pushbutton is to cause close initiation circuit +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) to be disabled. Open operation is to then be immediately initiated to re-open the door/gate (see Open Initiation). Note that in the very final stage of closing (less then 1ft/300mm) when the door is in the process of stopping, the door controller will assume control of the stopping process. Open pushbutton and stop button are still effective at this time.

The purpose of assuming the stopping process is to:
1. Maintain door close operation during the final phase of closing from the point where slow speed operation of the hoistway door is initiated through 1 full second after the hoistway doors are fully closed. This is to maintain power on the hoistway door after full close has been achieved to overcome any residual bounce and insure that the doors are fully closed.
2. Provide a definitive point in the closing operation where release of the door close button will not initiate re-opening.
3. Provide slow speed power on the hoistway door and car door/gate for a new time allowance in response to a re-initiation of the door close push button. This is available in the event of a door rebound where additional power-on time is helpful.

A 30 second time protection, built into the controller, times out and de-energizes the close direction relays. Its purpose is to prevent the motors from operating continuously for more than 30 sec. If a close signal is maintained continuously, the protection will energize and remained energized until: a) the fault that prevented the doors from fully closing is cleared, and b) a door push button is operated.

2.4 SEQUENCE OVERRIDE (FAST OPERATION) (+24 to DCM) (+24 to DCMR) [Indicators 0CH 10, 2CH 10]
(For Firefighters Emergency Operation, ASME A17.1-2007/CSA B44-07 Rule 2.27.3)

Sequence Override Contact +24 to DCM (+24 to DCMR) are isolated, normally open, contacts provided by the elevator control to enable fast door operation during firefighterS service. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

When Phase II ‘ON’ condition is initiated:
1. When door open or door close is initiated during Phase II, circuit +24 to DCM (+24 to DCMR) is to close and remain closed while +24 to DO (+24 to DOR) or +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) is closed. This will override the sequencing of the hoistway landing door and car door gate allowing faster operation.
2. If sequence operation is required during Phase II, the circuit should not be initiated.
3. Simultaneous operation should only be initiated during Phase II operation.

2.5 RETIRING CAM (+24 to RC) [Indicator 1CH 11]

Provide an isolated contact to initiate the retiring cam. The contact is to close after all doors/gates are completely closed, as indicated through the closing of the DC and GC contacts, and after a call to move the elevator car to another floor has been registered. The contact is to close and remain closed while the car is traveling, to open when the car enters the landing zone and to remain open while the car is at a landing.

2.6 CAR GATE SPEED OVERRIDE (+24 to SE) (+24 to SER) [Indicators 1CH 09, 1CH 10]
(For Firefighters Emergency Operation, ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3)

---
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Car Gate Speed Override Contact +24 to SE (+24 to SER) are isolated, normally open, contacts provided by the elevator control to enable low speed car gate operation (nudging). Separate initiations are required for each line of doors except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

When Phase I condition is initiated:
1. When door close is initiated +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) during Phase I, circuit +24 to SE (+24 to SER) is to close and remain closed while +24 to DC (+24 to DCR) is closed. This will cause a 1 second timer to engage low speed (low kinetic energy).
2. A re-opening initiation from devices that could be affected by smoke should not initiate re-opening.
3. Door close is not to be disabled if Phase II Off condition is initiated.

When Phase II ‘ON’ condition is initiated:
1. The circuit +24 to SE (+24 to SER) is to be held open allowing normal speed operation of the car gate.
2. A reopening signal from any reopening device is not to initiate re-opening.
3. Continuous-pressure door open pushbutton operation with automatic reversal to the fully closed position should the door open push button be released prior to the completion of the operation. Close operation is to continue until X19 to X20 (X19R to X20R) contact closes or both car gate close signal X1 to X2 (X2 to X7) and hoistway door close signal X3 to X4 (X4 to X8) close.
4. Continuous-pressure door close pushbutton operation with automatic reversal to the fully open position should the door close pushbutton be released prior to the completion of the close operation. Open operation is to continue until X15 to X16 (X15R to X16R) switch contact closes.

When Phase II ‘HOLD’ condition is initiated and with the car door/gate open switch (circuit X15 to X16 (X15R to X16R) closed), close door operation is to be disabled.

When Phase II ‘OFF’ condition is initiated and with the car door/gate open switch (circuit X15 to X16 (X15R to X16R) closed), and Phase I condition off, close door operation is to be disabled.

2.7 AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING & ALARM BUZZER INITIATION (+24 to BUZ)

Where automatic time closing is provided, a warning buzzer mounted on the car is to sound 5 seconds prior to initiation of door close and is to sound continuously while door close is commencing.

The minimum time allowance before closing is initiated should be 30 seconds. Freight type handling requires longer loading/unloading time than passenger elevators. Reduced automatic time closing allowance will result in excessive and unnecessary cycling of the door operating system and premature wear.

When the alarm buzzer is required for automatic closing, the elevator control is to provide isolated normally open initiation contacts COM to BUZ that when closed, will sound the buzzer.

2.8 LIGHT CURTAIN TEST INITIATION (+24 to LCT) (+24 to LCTR) [No Indicator]

Light curtain test functionality is required by ASME A17.1a-2008/CSA B44a-08 Rule 2.13.3.4.9. A functionality test must be performed by the controller prior to closing. Closing should not commence until the light curtain has passed the functionality test.

Provide an isolated normally closed contact to initiate the light curtain test. The contact is to be normally closed and should open momentarily (100ms) just before door close is to be initiated (see 2.4 close initiation). The light curtains will perform a safety integrity check. The elevator controller must register a change-of-state of the light curtain outputs (see 3.5 reopening device). Once registered the close initiation may commence.
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Note: At no time should door close be initiated if the reopening device output relays show obstruction except during Firefighters Emergency Operation per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3 or where ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.13.3.4.10 is in effect.

SECTION 3: HOISTWAY DOOR AND GATE LIMIT SWITCH, ZONE SWITCH AND PUSH BUTTON INPUTS-

PLC input indicators [Indicator 0CH 00] are listed for easy troubleshooting.

3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT (+24 to ZNS) (+24 to ZNSR) [Relays ZNS, ZNSR] [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 00]

+24 to 15 and +24 to 15R are normally open contacts through the interlock zone switch.

With the car at the landing, the retiring cam extended and the hoistway door unlocking devices not used, the ‘zone contact’ located in the interlock zone switch will initiate the door and car gate portion of the Peelle control circuit. Separate initiations are required for each line of doors, except where staggered landings allow a single Peelle controller for more than one line of doors.

3.2 PULL STRAP CONTACT (+24 to ZNS) (+24 to ZNSR) [Indicators 0CH 00, 2CH 00] (SEE 3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT)

Where pull straps are provided on power operated doors, wire the normally closed contact in series with the stop pushbutton and unlocking devices to input ZNS input. The pull strap must be seated in the holster and the keyed contact reset to enable door operation.

3.3 REAR CAR DOOR/GATE INITIATION CONTACT (+24 to SG) [Indicator 2CH 00] (FOR DOUBLE LINE WITH STAGGERED OPENINGS ONLY)

+24 to SG is a normally open contact provided by Peelle in all rear landing door zone switches where rear staggered openings occur in a double line of doors. Its’ purpose is to switch the gate operation from the front car door/gate to the rear car door/gate.

With the car gate at the rear opening, the Retiring Cam fully extended, the zone contact makes up and initiates the rear gate. For proper operation, opposite side car doors/gates should be closed.

3.4 DOOR OPEN AND DOOR CLOSE PUSH BUTTONS
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Standard initiations require that the elevator company supply a car operating station including door open, door close, and door stop pushbuttons and also supply landing stations at each landing with door open and door close push buttons. All pushbuttons are to be momentary action with one normally open contact except stop push buttons which require one normally closed contact.

Located at each opening, is a combination assembly serving as a mechanical door lock, an electric interlock and a zone selector. Each door open and door close landing push-button is to be wired through the zone selector (Z contacts) located at its landing. Each Z contact is an isolated normally open contact.

3.5 RE-OPENING DEVICE (+24 to RD1) (+24 to RD2) (+24 to RD1R) (+24 to RD2R) [Relays RD1, RD2, RD1R, RD2R] [Indicators 0CH 01, 0CH 02, 2CH 01, 2CH 02]

+24 to RD1/RD2 and +24 to RD1R/RD2R are normally closed reopening device contacts from the non-contact reopening device (light curtain) provided.

1. Where light curtain test functionality is required by ASME A17a-2008/CSA B44a-08 Rule 2.13.3.4.9, a functionality test must performed by the elevator controller prior to closing. Closing should not commence until the light curtain has passed the functionality test. See Light Curtain Test Initiation Section 2.8.

2. Before close is initiated per door close +24 to DC, a brief check is performed by the elevator controller and light curtain controller functionality. During the test, relays RD1/RD2 or RD1R/RD2R drop low. The relay will not reenergize unless the functionality test has passed and no beams are blocked.

3. If fire service is initiated to the controller, light curtain test and functionality must be ignored.

3.6 DOOR CLOSE SLOW DOWN LIMIT (+24 to DCL) (+24 to DCLR) [Indicators 0CH 04, 2CH 04]

+24 to DCL and +24 to DCLR are normally closed proximity limit switches that open when the landing door is 250mm (10in) from the closed position. The switch is mounted on the car door/gate rail. A separate switch is provided for each line of doors where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the doors comes within the proximity of the switch.

3.7 DOOR OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT (+24 to DOL) (+24 to DOLR) [Indicators 0CH 05, 2CH 05]
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+24 to DOL and +24 to DOLR are normally closed proximity limit switches that open when the landing door is 250mm (10in) from the open position. The switch is mounted on the car door/gate rail. A separate switch is provided for each line of doors where there are front and rear openings and operates when the cam face mounted on the doors comes within the proximity of the switch.

3.8 GATE CLOSE SLOW DOWN LIMIT (+24 to GCL) (+24 to GCLR) [Indicators 0CH 06, 2CH 06]

3.9 GATE OPEN SLOW DOWN LIMIT (+24 to GOL) (+24 to GOLR) [Indicators 0CH 07, 2CH 07]

3.10 DOOR OPEN FINAL (OPTIONAL) (+24 to DOF) (+24 to DOFR) [Indicators 0CH 08, 2CH 08]

Where provided on bi-parting doors, +24 to DOF and +24 to DOFR are normally open limit switches mounted on the Peelle hoistway landing door rail that close when the lower door panel is 25mm (1in) from the stop position. A separate switch is provided for each door and wired in parallel to give a hoistway landing door open signal to the door controller. This input is optional and used for the Automatic Stay Open feature on bi-parting doors.

SECTION 4: OUTPUT SIGNALS AND SAFETY CIRCUIT PROVIDED BY PEELLE-

All outputs are dry (voltage free) contacts to the elevator controller.

4.1 CAR DOOR/GATE OPEN FINAL SIGNAL (X15 to X16) (X15R to X16R)
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X15 to X16 and X15R to X16R are isolated contacts from relay GOF and GOFR from the Gate Open Limit. Both normally open and normally closed contacts are provided. For normally open signal that closes when the gate is open, connect wires from X15 to X16. A separate signal is provided for each gate to give an open door signal to the elevator controller.

4.2 REOPENING DEVICE SIGNAL (X22 to X23) (X27 to X28) (X22R to X23R) (X27R to X28R) [Relay RD1, RD1R] [Relay RD2, RD2R]

X22 to X23 and X27 to X28 as well as X22R to X23R and X27R to X28R are isolated contacts from relays RD1, RD2 and RD1R, RD2R from the Reopening Devices (Light Curtains). Both normally open and normally close contacts are provided. For a normally open signal that closes when the beam is broken (obstruction), connect wires from X22 to X23 and X27 to X28. The output of the reopening device receiver should be wired into RD1, RD2 or RD1R, RD2R to energize the relay when the beam is not broken (unobstructed). A separate signal is provided for front and rear reopening device signals to the elevator controller.

4.3 DOOR AND GATE CLOSED SIGNAL (X19 to X20) (X19R to X20R) [Indicators 10CH 00, 10CH 01]

X19 to X20 and X19R to X20R are contacts from the Peelle controller that close when door and car gate close operation is complete. A separate signal is provided for front and rear door close signals to the elevator controller.

NOTE: This signal is subject to reset in the event or power failure and should be used for control purposes only. If a physical connection to the car gate independent of the door controller is required, use the Landing Door and Car Door Closed Signal provided in the Interlocking Circuit.

4.4 DOOR AND CAR GATE INTERLOCKING CIRCUITS (X1 to X9)
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Approved interlocks are required when power operated vertically sliding elevator doors are installed. The Peelle supplied interlock arrangement requires that:

1. All DC (hoistway door closed) and GC (car gate closed) contacts be connected in series and that the contacts be made when the doors and gates are closed.
2. All DI (hoistway door locking) contacts be connected in series and that the contact be made when the doors are locked.

When the elevator controller is signaled, “all doors closed”, the elevator controller may initiate retiring cam operation (see Retiring Cam Initiation Contact). Initiation will cause the retiring cam face to retire (lift). When the interlock device is no longer depressed by pressure of the retiring cam face, hoistway door locking action takes place and the elevator controller is signaled that the hoistway doors locking action is complete. The elevator controller shall not allow the elevator car to run unless all DC (hoistway door closed) and GC (gate closed) and DI (hoistway door locking) contacts are made.

SECTION 5: -HOISTWAY DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES AND ACCESS SWITCH OPERATION-

5.1 DOOR UNLOCKING DEVICES SUPPLIED BY PEELLE (SEE 3.1 ZONE SWITCH INPUT)

Biparting vertically sliding doors are unlocked when the elevator car is in a landing zone and they may be provided with unlocking devices per ASME A17.1/CSA B 44 Rule 2.12.6. Except in jurisdictions which limit the use of unlocking devices, they are provided at every landing. Unlocking devices for power operated landing doors are equipped with a contact that zones out the door/gate power operation portion of the controller when the unlocking device is being used. For power doors, both power door operation and elevator operation are not available when the door unlocking device is in the unlocked position with the chain pulled.

5.2 ACCESS SWITCHES SUPPLIED BY ELEVATOR CONTRACTOR

Access switches, may be provided by the elevator supplier per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.12.7. The Peelle controller is provided with terminals to allow access switch operation to bypass the lowest and/or upper floor landing door close contact DC, and to bypass car gate close contact GC. Access switch operation allows the elevator car to be operated with the respective landing door and car gate open. Access switch operation must also open the Inspection
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Circuit contact ZNS to INS (ZNSR to INSR) to prevent landing door and car gate being powered from landing or car stations; refer to section 1.4.

NOTE: For bypass connections see X1, X2, X3, X3A---X3Y, X4 door and gate interlock circuit.
APPENDIX – D
Slave Type Operation – Open Direction Operational Flow Chart - TDP

1. **Door Open Initiation**
   - Contact +24-DC (Constant Signal)

2. **Door Begins to Open**
   - In High Speed

3. **Door Reaches 250mm (10in) from Open**
   - >DOL Opens

4. **Door Changes to Slow Speed**

5. **Door Reaches Full Open and Stalls**
   - >DOF Closes (Where provided)

6. **Gate Begins to Open**
   - In High Speed

7. **Gate Reaches 350mm (14in) from Open**
   - >GOL Opens

8. **Gate Changes to Slow Speed**

9. **Gate Reaches Full Open**
   - >Signal X15-X16 (X15R-X16R) Closes

   - Open Relays Time Out by >Timer (1 to 6sec.)

   - Open Relays De-Energize

   - Yes → All Motors Stop

   - No →

   - Open Relays Time Out by >Timer (30sec.)

   - Monitor and Stop Door Open Initiation at this Point

   - Set POT #0 to Time Out 1 sec. After Doors Fully Open
### APPENDIX - F

**Slave Operation Troubleshooting Chart**

#### I/O Function Chart
- Use the appropriate chart for STANDARD or SLAVE operational interface.
- ZNS must be ON to allow door operation and goes OFF when retiring cam is lifted.
- In sequence open, the car door will not start to open until the landing door is 2/3 open.
- In sequence close, the landing door will not start to close until the car door is 2/3 closed.
- DC, constant pressure door close be held until both car and landing doors are closed.

#### Slave Operation Troubleshooting Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Signal Name</th>
<th>Front Indicator</th>
<th>Rear Indicator</th>
<th>Lift Traveling Between Floors</th>
<th>Lift Arrives at Floor</th>
<th>Landing Door Opening</th>
<th>Car Door Opening</th>
<th>Doors Final Opening</th>
<th>Doors Fully Open</th>
<th>Light Curtain Test Function (external initiation)</th>
<th>Car Door Closing</th>
<th>Landing Door Closing</th>
<th>Doors Final Closing</th>
<th>Doors Fully Closed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZNS</td>
<td>0CH 00</td>
<td>2CH 00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD1</td>
<td>0CH 01</td>
<td>2CH 01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD2</td>
<td>0CH 02</td>
<td>2CH 02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DO</td>
<td>0CH 03</td>
<td>2CH 03</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCL</td>
<td>0CH 04</td>
<td>2CH 04</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOL</td>
<td>0CH 05</td>
<td>2CH 05</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCL</td>
<td>0CH 06</td>
<td>2CH 06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOL</td>
<td>0CH 07</td>
<td>2CH 07</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOF</td>
<td>0CH 08</td>
<td>2CH 08</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>0CH 09</td>
<td>2CH 09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>0CH 10</td>
<td>2CH 10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SE</td>
<td>1CH 09</td>
<td>1CH 10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>1CH 11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### PLC Outputs to Control Relays

- O 10CH 04 12CH 04
- C 10CH 05 12CH 05
- DH 10CH 06 12CH 06
- DL 10CH 07 12CH 07
- GH 11CH 00 11CH 03
- GL 11CH 02 11CH 04
- LCT Light Curtain Control
- BUZ 11CH 06
- RCR 11CH 07

#### Signals

- X15-X16
- X19-X20
- 10CH 00 10CH 01

#### Interlock

- GC (X1-X2) (X2-X7)
- DC (X3-X4) (X4-X8)
- DI (X5-X6) (X6-X9)
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1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF POWER DOORS. Power Doors are generally operated by two Peelle power door operators, one on each side of each hoistway-landing door. Power door operation is recommended for doors larger than 2400mm wide by 2400mm high/ 8 feet wide by 8 feet high.

Note: Where the term Gate or Car Gate is used, it is inclusive of Car Doors. Where the term Door is used, it means Hoistway Landing Door.

Under normal operation the Peelle drive system for freight elevator power doors maintains full control of the doors and gates through their complete cycle of operation. Under slave operation user interface is required to maintain control of the door operation.

Door/gate travel is regulated by individual limit switches. Motor speed is controlled to ensure full travel without slamming. The equipment permits immediate manual operation in the event of power failure.

Each car gate operates in conjunction with an associated hoistway-landing door. Power operated doors and gates can be initiated to open automatically as the elevator arrives at a floor and to close by either continuous-pressure or momentary-pressure pushbutton operation. Under continuous-pressure operation door and gate will reopen automatically if not closed to full limit switch operation before the close pushbutton is released.

The equipment is designed for three phase A.C. power supplies of 50/60 Hz. See job specific schematic diagrams for voltage details.

1.1 POWER DOORS/GATES -COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES
1. Hoistway Landing Doors and Car Gate(s).
2. Power Door Operator -- generally two for each door.
3. Power Gate Operator -- one for each car gate.
4. Door Speed Limit Switches -- two for each car gate and two per line of doors.
5. Door Open Limit Switch -- one for each hoistway landing door and one for each car gate.
6. Interlock (Door Locking Device) -- one for each hoistway landing door (includes Door Closed Contact DC and Door Locking Contact DI plus Motor and Control Zone Switches Z).
7. Gate Contact -- one for each car gate.
8. Controller -- one controller for each elevator. A Front Line (Line A) of doors includes all the hoistway doors providing entrance to the front end of the elevator and a Rear Line (Line C) includes all the hoistway doors providing entrance to the rear end of the elevator car. (Also see Staggered Openings Section 3.1.8) and Car Gate Motor Section 2.1.3).
9. Pushbutton Station -- one station for each car gate when car operation is from inside only, and another station at the landing for each door if elevator is fully automatic. Note: Pushbutton Stations are usually elevator company supplied.
10. Retiring Cam -- generally one for each line of doors to operate interlocks (a retiring cam unlocks doors, activates Door Locking Contact DI and Zone Contacts Z).
11. Door Unlocking Devices -- Unlocking devices are used for emergency egress to the hoistway and are required at every landing. Where access switches (by Elevator installer) have not been provided, unlocking devices may be used to access the pit and/or the car top for inspection, maintenance and repair when provided at the lowest landing and an upper landing.
12. Reopening Device -- usually one for each line of doors mounted on the car gate rails.

1.2 COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES DESCRIPTIONS
1. Hoistway Landing Doors and Car Gate(s). The hoistway landing doors, (vertically sliding biparting or two-section slideup) are suspended by roller chains from two power door operators mounted one on each door rail just above the head of the frame. The slideup car gate is counterbalanced by a guided counterweight. The gate counterweight travels in a track mounted on the outside of the car enclosure. A power gate operator with a double chain drive provides the opening and closing effort for the car gate. Each car gate is usually equipped with a reopening device. Initiation of the device during gate close travel will cause the gate to return to full open position. Under several conditions where the reopening device is rendered inoperative (see section 3.1.4), car gate close travel will be at slow speed only.
2. Power Door Operator and Power Gate Operator. The power operator assemblies consist of two-speed, torque motors that drive the sheaves by means of pinion and gear. The high speed is for the main travel. The slow speed serves as a dynamic slow-down when in the slow speed zone to ensure full panel travel without slamming.
3. Limit Switches. The limit switches control the travel length of the high speed zone and the start of the slow speed zone. The end of the slow speed zone cutoff is determined by a final limit timer. The arrangements of control circuits in the controller, and the setting of the limit switches, will start the door and / or gate, either to open or close, at the high speed power, will switch to slow speed power to dampen the inertia by initiating a dynamic braking effort and slow the door or gate down.
4. Interlock and Gate Contact. The interlock (hoistway door locking device), one located at each opening, is a combination assembly serving as a mechanical door lock, an electric interlock, and a zone selector. The lower portion of the door interlock has a contact DC operated by action of the door panel. The upper portion has a contact DI and a series of zone contacts Z operated by action of a retiring cam mounted on the car. The gate contact GC on the car gate rail is operated by action of the car gate counterweight. Elevator operation is prevented unless the car gate contact GC, door contacts DC, and the retiring cam operated DI contacts, are all closed.
5. **Controller.** The door controller is usually located in the elevator machine room and can be mounted on the wall or set on a floor-supported frame. The door controller contains the power contactors and logic functions to direct the door operation in accordance with the requirements. Under Slave Type Operation some of the logic functions are required in the elevator controller. The power circuit for all controller types is based on 208/220/240 Volt A.C., three phase, 50/60 Hertz. Other three phase AC voltages will have transformers to provide the basic power. Transformers are included in the controller. The controller has, besides the terminal blocks and fuses, the following components:

a. PLC - Programmable Logic Controller
b. PSU - Power Supply Unit
c. O & C - Open and Close Main Direction Relays, mechanically/electrically interlocked.
d. DH & DL, GH & GL - Door & Gate High and Slow Speed Relays, with High & Slow Speeds mechanically/electrically interlocked.
e. RCR - Retiring Cam Relay.
f. TRSF - Power Transformer.
g. RD - Reopening Device Relay
h. ZNS - Zone Switch Relay
i. Firefighters Service Relay Group:
   (1) ES: Phase II Relay
   (2) ESO: Phase II Off Relay

6. **Pushbutton Station.** Door operation requires momentary action door-operating pushbuttons.

7. **Retiring Cam.** The retiring cam (motor driven) is lifted (retired) by a torque motor that is powered and stalls during elevator travel. Lifting and gravity dropping of the retiring cam operates the interlocks. At least one retiring cam is usually furnished for each line of doors and is mounted on the elevator car. A second retiring cam is supplied if side opposite locks are furnished.

8. **Reopening Device.** The reopening device detects an obstruction to the normal closing of the car gate and causes the car gate and associated hoistway landing door, if closing, to reopen. There are two reopening device types: a) non-contact (infrared beam) (see section 3.1.4) and b) contact (reversing-edge).

---

2. **BASIC POWER AND CONTROL OPERATIONS**

(Refer to Job Schematic)

2.1 **POWER CIRCUIT**

2.1.1 **GENERAL**

The power circuit for the motors is based on 208-220 VAC, 3 phase, 50/60 Hertz power. Higher incoming voltages will have a transformer built into the controller. Hoistway door operators are shipped in right and left hand pairs. Their high and slow speed motor windings are directionally phased at the factory. The entire line of door operator motors and the gate operator motor can be phased for open or close direction at the controller. Note: when an individual motor is replaced or relocated, it must be phase checked at the motor for proper direction rotation. The retiring cam motor must be phased to provide rotation for proper lift rod direction.

2.1.2 **RETIRING CAM MOTOR**

If all hoistway landing doors and the car gate are closed, and proper initiation energizes the RCR relay, the retiring cam motor will operate. The retiring cam retires (lifts) allowing the locking arm to extend, locking the door, opening all Z contacts, and closing the door interlock contact DL. If there are two lines of doors, a separate retiring cam will be furnished for the Rear Line. When so furnished, it is connected in parallel with the retiring cam motor of the Front Line, and operates at the same time. In some cases there may be two retiringcams per line of doors and they are also connected in parallel.

2.1.3 **CAR GATE MOTOR**

1. If contacts O and GH “make up”, the car gate motor will operate at high speed in the open direction. If contacts C and GH “make up”, the car gate motor will operate at high speed in the close direction.

2. If contacts O and GL “make up”, the car gate motor will operate at slow speed in the open direction. If contacts C and GL “make up”, the car gate motor will operate at slow speed in the close direction.

3. A rear line of doors is considered “staggered” when no rear landing elevation is within 350mm / 14 in. above or below the elevation of a front landing. If there is a “staggered” rear line of doors, a single line controller is used to operate all the doors/gates including the rear line gate by the use of a SG gate selector. With normally open SG contacts remaining open as shown on the controller schematic diagram, the front line gate motor will operate. With normally open SG contacts “made up” the rear line gate motor will operate.

2.1.4 **DOOR MOTORS**

Zone control by landing:

1. If the elevator car is within 300mm / 12 in. above or below the floor and the door zone switch has been operated by the retiring cam, closing all Z contacts at that door, then:

2. If contacts O and DH “make up”, the hoistway landing door motors will operate at high speed in the open direction. If contacts C and DH “make up”, the hoistway landing motors will operate at high speed in the close direction.

3. If contacts O and DL “make up”, the hoistway landing door motors will operate at slow speed in the open direction. If contacts C and DL “make up”, the hoistway landing door motors will operate at slow speed in the close direction.
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2.1.5 POWER OPERATION OF DOORS AND GATES
The arrangement of the control circuits below and the setting of the Limit Switches are to provide initial power to the high-speed motors. This will start the door and/or gate, either opening or closing at high speed, and then at the final travel position will apply the slow speed power to dampen the inertia and slow the door or gate down. Refer to installation Manual 203 covering the setting of Door and Gate Limit Switches.

2.2 CONTROL CIRCUIT

2.2.1 GENERAL
Standard Door Operation is based on using pushbuttons and applying momentary-pressure for the open direction and continuous-pressure for the closed direction.

A power transformer is provided with each controller to supply 208-220 VAC three phase for the motor power circuit, the PLC and the PSU. The PSU provides 24 VDC for all input and output relay circuits. The negative side of the 24 VDC output is grounded.

Relays O and C are Direction Relays, O for open direction and C for close direction. These relays are mechanically and electrically interlocked set up the direction of the door and gate motors at the start of an operation, and remain energized until the final door and gate travel.

High speed relays, DH for the door and GH for the gate, become energized sequentially when either O or C relays become energized to power the high speed winding of door and gate motors. They remain energized until the door is approximately 250mm / 10in. from the end of its travel and the car gate is 350mm / 14in. from the end of its travel, when the door and the gate slow speed limits are actuated.

When the slow speed limits actuate the slow speed relays, DL for the door and GL for the gate, are energized, the slow speed windings allow the motors to dynamically brake and check the speed of the door and gate to prevent slamming at the end of travel where the final limit timers are actuated and relays O or C and DL and GL become de-energized.

The control will initiate the open direction if close direction is interrupted (by the release of the door close pushbutton or operation of the reopening device).

 Interruption of the non-contact reopening device or initiation of the door open button (or pressure on the contact-type reversing edge) will interrupt the closing direction and the control will instantly initiate the open direction causing full open travel.

The non-contact reopening device will be deactivated and gate/door speed will be restricted to slow speed (low KE) under the following conditions:
(a) fire service recall (Phase I),
(b) where required in certain jurisdictions, 20 seconds of continuous non-contact reopening device interruption (smoke, dust, buildup, beam loss, broken wire, etc.)

The control has built in directional time protection. This time protection provides 30 seconds for normal door and gate open/close functions. If normally door function is completed within this time allowance the protection resets prior to the next operation.

Mis-operation of door or car gate travel or limit switches, that sends a continuous direction signal beyond the normal time span will force operation of the respective time protection which will de-energize the associated power control relays. The time protection will remain on until a door operating pushbutton initiation after clearing the fault.

Holding door-open-button in the car will open the doors and will override any door close input to the controller from the door close button either in the car or at the landing or from automatic closing initiation from the controller.

2.2.2 RETIRING CAM OPERATION
The RC input controls the operation of the retiring cam. When elevator operation is initiated, a contact on the elevator controller is made, causing the RCR relay to energize, operating the cam motor and lifting the cam into a retired position. When the car levels to a floor or is standing at the floor, the contact on the elevator controller opens, de-energizing the RCR relay. This permits the cam to extend by gravity, engaging the interlock/zone switch roller. The cam remains extended until the door and gate are completely closed and the car is signaled to move to another landing.

*The elevator controller should initiate the retiring cam through RC only when the elevator is called to a floor and while traveling. De-energize the RC whenever the car is stopped!*
For auto-open at a landing first de-energize the retiring cam within the landing zone. This will allow the zone switch to be made up completely before power is applied to the door motors. This sequence prevents power from being applied to the door motor before the door is completely unlocked. The doors are unlocked at the same time as the zone switch is made up. The elevator circuitry must also provide that the initiation of RC be subject to both the hoistway landing door (DC) and car gate (GC) contacts and neither contact individually. Further, if the cam retires (lifts), but the hoistway landing door interlock (DI) contact does not "make up", or the car does not run for
some other reason, the initiation to RC should be discontinued after a short time period.

The controller has a built-in duty cycle protection for the retiring cam. Peelle torque motors are limited in duty and therefore need sufficient amount of rest or cool down time, when compared to their on-time. The motor’s on-time is continually compared to the amount of off-time. Should the motor exceed its associated duty cycle the duty cycle protection will de-energize the RCR relay. The duty cycle protection will remain on until the motor is re-initiated by the retiring cam initiation. Re-initiation does not reset the duty cycle protection. If the motor is initiated again before sufficient cool down time is achieved, the motor will have limited on-time available up to the associated duty cycle. Duty cycle protection can only be completely reset after appropriate off-time (cool down).

2.2.3 FIREFIGHTERS SERVICE
1. Firefighters service is included in the logic system of the Peelle controller number 274200 to 274202.
2. Where Firefighters Service is not required, Firefighters Service initiating contacts should be left unconnected.
3. A write-up of Firefighters Service is provided in Section 3.4.

2.2.4 ELEVATOR-TO-DOOR INITIATIONS AND THEIR PANEL TO PANEL CONNECTIONS
1. Each schematic diagram has a list of the elevator controller-to-door controller panel connections necessary for operation of the logic system. The terminal wiring number on the elevator controller is listed when there is a timely return of the Peelle drawing submission sheets.
2. A complete explanation of initiations and their panel to panel connections are covered in Peelle Manual #202 – Freight Door Control Interface and Initiating Contacts. Select the right manual for Standard Operation and Slave Type Operation.

3. SEQUENCE OF OPERATION - EXPLANATION
3.1 SEQUENCE OPERATION – Hoistway Door and Car Gate
Based on: Peelle Schematic #274200, single line of doors. Peelle Schematic #274201 for double line of doors. Peelle Schematic #274202 for double line of doors at staggered levels.

Sequence operation, standard, is a door and gate operating system where the hoistway landing door is at least 2/3 open prior to the opening of the adjacent car gate, and the car gate is at least 2/3 closed prior to the closing of the adjacent hoistway landing door. Sequence Operation meets the requirements of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.13.6 and EN81-1 Rule 7.5.2.2.

3.1.1 OPENING DIRECTION-SEQUENCE OPERATION - LIMIT SWITCH SLOWDOWN

AND TIMED FINAL LIMITS.
1. All doors and car gates being closed, the elevator car at the landing, and with the retiring cam extended pushing the locking arm roller causing zone contacts Z to be closed:
2. When the car is level, automatic opening is initiated by the elevator control through contact +24 to DO which parallels the door open pushbutton circuit.
3. When contacts Z are closed and the automatic opening initiating circuit is closed (or door open pushbutton is momentarily pressed, the O open main direction relay energizes and a holding circuit is engaged (momentary input).
4. With door open limit DOL normally closed the controller energizes door high-speed relay DH.
5. The hoistway landing door is now operating in the open direction powered by high-speed motor windings.
6. The hoistway landing door will continue in high speed until it reaches approximately 250mm / 10in. of full opening, at which time the door slow speed limit DOL will open, de-energizing door high-speed relay DH and energizing door slow-speed relay DL.
7. With DOL open, sequence operation energizes gate high-speed relay GH and gate opens.
8. The door speed is now changed from high speed to slow speed and the car gate is now operating at high speed.
9. The door continues at slow speed to full open position and where provided actuates door final limit switch DOF (optional). The door remains held at this full open position with the motor stalled.
10. Similarly the gate continues in high speed until it reaches approximately 350mm / 14in. from its full open position, the gate low-speed limit GOL opens, de-energizing gate high-speed relay GH and energizes gate slow-speed relay GL.
11. The gate speed is now being changed from high speed to slow speed and continues at slow speed until full open position and remains held under stalled slow-speed power until the final open timer actuates. At this position the gate open final contact GOF actuates.
12. The car gate will travel at slow-speed to full open. Note: the open final timer must be set by Potentiometer #0 with sufficient time for the slow-speed travel to complete plus a 1 second stall before timing out. Upon completion of the time as set by POT #0 (1 to 6 seconds), main open relay O and door and car gate slow-speed relays DL and GL de-energize.
13. Should the door rebound or not open completely, the door open pushbutton again will provide slow speed power on the door and gate for a new time allowance of open final timer (as set by POT#0, 1 to 6 seconds).
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14. Where provided DOF door open final limit switch acts as an Auto-Stay-Open (ASO) limit.
15. **OPTIONAL:** With Auto-Stay-Open (ASO), should the door rebound causing DOF final limit to open, slow-speed power is then applied to the door and gate motors until the open final timer times out. This will power the door and/or gate back to the full open position.
16. Should the open direction be energized for 30 seconds continuously, without completing an operation, the time protection will reset and de-energize the open direction and speed relays. They will remain de-energized until the fault is corrected and the door open or close pushbutton is operated.

3.1.2 CLOSING DIRECTION-SEQUENCE OPERATION: LIMIT SWITCH SLOWDOWN AND TIME FINAL LIMITS

1. With the door and car gate in the open position, and with zone contacts Z closed, no open initiation and open direction relays de-energized, continuous-pressure of the car or landing door close pushbutton will close circuit +24 to DC and initiate closing. The close direction relay C energizes.
2. With gate closed limit GCL normally closed the controller energizes gate high-speed relay GH.
3. The car gate is now operating in the closed direction powered by high-speed motor windings.
4. The car gate will continue in high speed until approximately 350mm / 14in. before full closed position, at which time the slow speed gate limit GCL will open, de-energizing gate high speed relay GH and energizing gate slow speed relay GL.
5. With GCL open, sequence operation energizes door high-speed relay DH and the door starts to close at high speed.
6. The gate is now changed from high speed to slow speed and the door is now operating at high speed.
7. The gate continues at slow speed to full closed position. The gate remains held at this full closed position stalled until the gate motor cutoff timer activates (6 seconds).
8. Similarly, the door continues in high speed until it reaches 250mm / 10in. from the full closing position, at which time slow speed door limit DCL will open, de-energizing the door high speed relay DH and energizing the door slow speed relay DL.
9. The door is now being changed from high speed to slow speed. The door will continue to travel at slow speed to full close position. The door remains held under stalled slow speed power until the final close timer actuates. Note: the close final timer must be set by Potentiometer #0 with sufficient time for the slow speed travel to complete plus a 1 second stall before timing out. Upon completion of the time as set by POT #0 (1 to 6 seconds), close direction relay C and door slow speed relay DL de-energize.
10. Should the door rebound or not close completely, pushing the door close pushbutton again will provide slow speed power on the door and gate for a new time allowance of final close timer (as set by POT#0, 1 to 6 seconds).
11. Should the close direction be energized for 30 seconds continuously, without completing an operation, the time protection will reset and de-energize all close direction and speed relays. They will remain de-energized until the fault is corrected and the door open or close pushbutton is operated.

3.1.3 AUTOMATIC REOPENING

1. Reopening takes place anytime during door and gate travel if the close pushbutton is released.
2. The open direction will initiate and continue as outlined beginning with item 3. of 3.1.1 Opening Direction.

3.1.4 REOPENING DEVICES (NON-CONTACT DEVICES)

1. Reopening devices consisting of single or dual light curtains extend across the full width of the gate. The devices are wired to the inputs +24 to RD1 and RD2. (NOTE: A contact-type reversing edge reopening device may be optionally included as a backup to the non-contact re-opening device. It is mounted directly on and across the full width of the gate leading edge. See item 7. Below for electrical connection.)
2. The reopening devices are active for the entire travel of the gate and door.
3. With the gate returned to its fully open position and the door fully open (if the door is not fully open it will also return to its fully open position), the door and gate will respond normally to a new close initiation.
4. The controller performs all necessary light curtain test functionality checking according to ASME A17.1a-2008/CSA B44a-08 Rule 2.13.3.4.9 where required. The functionality testing is both part of the door controller and light curtain control system. Proper hookup and wiring according to the manufacturers prints is necessary to ensure compliance.
5. Under normal close sequence, a light curtain functionality test is performed by the door controller just prior to closing. Door close operation will not commence until after the functionality test has been passed.
6. When a close initiation is made under the two conditions listed below the reopening device circuitry will provide a slow speed low KE gate close operation and light curtain inputs will be ignored. Each of these conditions will cause a timer, a very short term (1 sec.), to initiate and...
change the gate power system from high speed to slow speed. Slow speed mode is held in until full close.

a. Phase I Firefighters Service-When Phase I is initiated through an elevator control signal.

b. Where required by code, reopening device interruption, by source wiring failure or by smoke or other disturbance. A built in override timer which is preset for 20 second allowance activates allowing close direction to proceed in slow speed.

7. Optional addition of a physical contact type reversing edge can be incorporated. It is to be connected to initiation contact +24 to RE. Physical action on the reversing edge will cause the opening circuit to function in the same manner as with the open initiation. If the edge should short out, the doors will re-open and remain open indefinitely.

3.1.5 STOPPING OF DOORS / GATES

1. A door stop pushbutton in the car station is standard, while non-inclusion is optional.

2. To stop the doors and gate while closing, release the door close pushbutton. This will brake the closing inertia and reopen the doors/gates.

3. Momentary pressure on the door stop button in the car station control will de-energize power to the door and gate motors.

4. To stop the door and gate while opening, momentarily press the stop pushbutton in the car station to de-energize the control, thus removing power from the door and gate motors; some coasting will be experienced.

5. To stop the door and gate while closing under automatic means, momentarily press the stop pushbutton in the car station or press the open button. The stop button will de-energize the control and remove power from the door and gate motors while the open button will reopen the doors/gates.

6. After a door stop pushbutton operation, it will be necessary to reinitiate the desired operation (open or close).

7. In the event de-energization of the control is desired, continuous pressure on the door stop pushbutton will de-energize all door-open and door-close control circuits.

3.1.6 CAR LEAVING LANDING

1. When a hoistway landing door is closed, the door contact DC actuated by the door panel is closed.

2. When gate is closed, the gate contact GC actuated by the cam on gate counterweight is closed.

3. With door contacts DC and gate contact GC closed; when a floor selector button is pressed on the car-operating-panel, the contact RC on the elevator controller that initiates the retiring cam closes.

4. Contact RC on the elevator controller closes and initiates +24 to RC. With all door power relays de-energized, Peelle RCR retiring cam relay is energized on the Peelle door controller.

5. The duty cycle protection starts to monitor the retiring cam motor.

6. The retiring cam motor being energized, the cam is retired (lifted), disengaging the locking arm roller. The interlocking arm roller is extended which mechanically locks the door, and causes the door interlock ‘Door Locking’ contact DI in the zone box to close.

7. Contacts GC (gate contact), DC (door contact) and DI (door interlock contact) being closed (all three must be closed), the car moves from the landing with the cam retired.

8. The retiring cam remains retired until the car levels to, or stops at, the selected landing and the elevator controller opens the circuit between +24 to RC.

3.1.7 DOUBLE LINE OF DOORS

(Schematic #274201)

1. Where there are openings at the front and rear of the elevator and where at least one rear door is within the level of a front door landing zone, double line schematic is used.

2. All the open and close power relays of the Front Line are duplicated in the Rear Line thereby selective operation of front or rear doors is provided.

3. Isolated contact initiations from the elevator control for Rear Line are required for automatic opening; in addition to the Front Line contact initiations.

4. Front Line and Rear Line retiring cams are powered by the same relay RCR as both cams are to operate in unison.

3.1.8 DOUBLE LINE OF DOORS AT STAGGERED LEVELS

(Schematic #274202)

1. Where there are openings at the front and rear of the elevator but no rear door landing is within 300mm / 12in. of the level of a front door landing, a single controller, using the staggered line schematic, operates both the Front Line and Rear Line doors and gates.

2. The logic system for staggered opening operation is similar to the Front Line diagram, but modified to operate the rear line gate when the elevator is within the landing zone of a rear line door by the addition of SG input on the controller.

3. One of the Rear Line door zone contacts energizes SG input which then transfers the power feeds from the Front Line gate motor to the Rear Line gate motor.
4. Input SG will select the rear gate and inputs RD1R, RD2R, GOLR, GCLR, DOLR and DCLR. For proper operation the gate opposite to the gate and door being operated should be kept in the closed position.

5. There is a front line retiring cam and a rear line retiring cam. They operate in unison similar to section 3.1.7. When the retiring cams are de-energized and the elevator is at a rear door level, the rear door retiring cam unlocks the rear door and closes the zone contacts. The front line cam extends but with no unlocking action or contact action.

6. Interconnections between the elevator controller and the door controller are similar to a single line, Front Line controller.

### 3.2 ALTERNATE: MODIFIED LIMIT ARRANGEMENT

3.2.1 Switches for the open/close door and gate slowdown limits DOL, DCL, GOL and GCL are provided to suit the particular NEMA (IP) conditions.

3.2.2 Additionally, under explosion conditions NEMA 7 or 9, some functions are removed from the hazardous hoistway area and handled within the controller. A modified schematic is issued for each particular job covering the job differentials.

### 3.3 ALTERNATE-SIMULTANEOUS OPERATION (NOT STANDARD)

Where the controller is arranged so that the hoistway landing door and the adjacent car gate operate at the same time, the operation is called “Simultaneous Operation.” Simultaneous Operation is rarely used in present day operating systems except in the opening direction of slide-up doors.

3.3.1 Where Simultaneous Operation is provided the logic systems are basically the same as Sequence Operation logic systems with slight modifications to the Sequence Operation controller to allow the starting of high speed door and car gate operation at the same time.

### 3.4 FIREFIGHTERS SERVICE

3.4.1 GENERAL

Provided when required by code on new Automatic Elevators. Automatic freight elevators or Freight Elevators Permitted to Carry Passengers, require special provision for Firefighters Service. The following are requirements for Peelle doors/gates to meet the intent of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rules 2.27.3, 2.27.4 or 2.27.5. These requirements are for vertically sliding doors.

3.4.1.1 Elevators that are defined as “Automatic (non-attendant) Operation Elevators” require conformance to ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3. Power door controllers set up with Firefighters Service are provided with the logic necessary to alter standard operation of the doors and gate upon receipt of initiations from elevator-company-supplied isolated relay contact for Phase I – Designated / Alternate Landing, and Phase II - In Car Operation for On, Off and Hold. Manual doors, or continuous-pressure pushbutton power operated doors (for closing), require an audiovisual signal provided by elevator supplier/installer, to alert the attendant to close the doors (if open) and return the elevator to the designated level.

3.4.1.2 Elevators that are defined as “Attendant-Operated Elevators, with manually operated or power operated vertical slide doors and car gates, require an audiovisual signal provided by an elevator supplier/installer, to alert the attendant to close the doors (if open) and return the elevator to the designated level. See ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.4.

3.4.1.3 Elevators defined as “Dual Operation Elevators” (attendant/non-attendant per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.5 when on non-attendant service shall conform to the requirements of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3 (see paragraph 1 above). On attendant service; a) with doors open at a landing, an audiovisual signal provided by the elevator supplier/installer shall alert the attendant to close the doors and alert the passengers that the car is returning nonstop to the designated landing and after 15 to 60 seconds the requirements of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3 shall become effective and; b) if the elevator is in flight, shall conform immediately to the requirements of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.27.3.

### 3.4.2 PHASE I – AUTOMATIC OPERATION ELEVATORS

3.4.2.1 When a Phase I isolated initiation is received from the elevator controller as a result of the recall switch at the designated landing being turned to the ON position or due to smoke detector action:

3.4.2.1.1 With the car standing at a landing other than the designated level and with the doors open:

3.4.2.1.1.1 The door closing sequence (warning bell before door movement) will commence without delay.

3.4.2.1.1.2 If equipped with manually operated doors or power doors with Continuous-Pressure closing, the audiovisual signal installed by the elevator supplier/installer shall alert an attendant to manually or power operate the doors to a closed position.

3.4.2.1.2 With the elevator on Inspection Service at the time Phase I is initiated, the audiovisual signal shall alert the inspecting person to return the car to normal service.

3.4.2.1.3 With the door and gate closed, or if the Phase I initiation is received while the elevator is running with the door and gate closed, the elevator control directs the car to the Designated/Alternate landing.

3.4.2.2 An elevator control Phase I initiation received through interconnection at door controller terminals initiates the Phase I sequence.

3.4.2.2.1 The reopening device input deactivates, gate slow speed low KE travel upon a close initiation...
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activates, and after the warning delay the control initiates closing.

3.4.2.3 Upon arrival at Designated/Alternate landing, the elevator control will initiate normal automatic opening to the doors and deactivates the Automatic Closing feature.

3.4.2.4 During Phase I operation, door open and close pushbuttons (in car and at landing) remain active. Except when the retiring cam is activated (lifted), all door pushbuttons (open and close) are rendered inoperative through the door controller at the time the interlock contact DI closes and allows the car to run.

3.4.2.5 Firefighters Phase I Recall is completed when the elevator stops at the Designated/Alternate landing and the doors are opened. The door operating pushbuttons are active.

3.4.2.6 The Phase I recall initiation to the door controller is to remain effective until elevator car is at the designated landing with the doors open and emergency in-car switch is turned OFF.

3.4.2.7 The Phase I recall initiation to the door controller may be removed at any time during recall, at the completion of recall, or during Phase II, by moving the designated landing key switch from ON to RESET, or to RESET then OFF if Phase I was commenced through smoke detector action, or to OFF if Phase I was commenced by turning the switch to ON.

3.4.3 PHASE II – AUTOMATIC OPERATION ELEVATORS

3.4.3.1 When an isolated Phase II – ON initiation is received from the elevator controller as a result of the Emergency In-car Switch being placed in the ON position (and effective only with the Phase I Recall Switch also being in the ON position or when smoke detector has activated and the elevator is at the designated or alternate landing with the door open), Phase II operation is effective and the door controller provides:

1. When door is open: Continuous-pressure door close pushbutton operation is provided as usual (this is standard freight door pushbutton operation). This provides automatic reversal to the fully open position should the door close pushbutton be released prior to the completion of the close operation.

2. The non-contact reopening device is rendered inoperative throughout Phase II operation. Gate and Door speeds are the same as standard.

3. When the door and gate opening power operation is completed during Phase II, an isolated contact on the door controller closes to provide a door open signal to the elevator controller.

4. When door is closed: Continuous pressure door open pushbutton operation is provided (this is opposite from standard freight door pushbutton operation). This provides automatic reversal to the fully closed position should the door open pushbutton be released prior to the completion of the operation.

3.4.3.2 An elevator control Phase II initiation received through interconnection at door controller terminals +24 to X13 will also energize ES relay. ES relay de-energizes the hall door pushbuttons except when Phase II OFF is initiated.

3.4.3.3 In Phase II ON operation, in-car open and close pushbuttons are continuous-pressure operation.

1. In the event the open pushbutton is released during open travel, the open direction relays de-energize and the close direction relays are energized and held in until final close is complete. A new open attempt is now available through the open pushbutton.

2. If pressure is maintained on the open pushbutton to final open travel the open direction relays are de-energized. Signal GOF actuates.

3. The initiation of Phase II ON from elevator controller is to remain effective until elevator car is at the designated landing with the doors open and emergency in-car switch is turned OFF.

3.4.3.4 When Emergency In-Car Switch is turned to HOLD and with doors-open-signal (terminals X15 to X16) to elevator controller effective, elevator controller shall provide an isolated Phase II HOLD initiation to the door controller +24 to X14 and disables power door closing.

3.4.3.5 When the Emergency In-Car Switch is turned to OFF and with the door-open-signal (terminals X15 to X16) to the elevator controller effective, the elevator controller shall provide an isolated Phase II OFF initiation to the door controller +24 to X18 and,

3.4.3.6 When the gate is open, the controller provides an isolated signal to the elevator controller through door controller terminals X15 to X16 and can be set normally open (std.) or normally closed.

3.4.3.7 This completes Firefighters Service Phase II. Normal operation can be restored with the elevator at the designated landing with the door open.

4. MOMENTARY PRESSURE PUSHBUTTON AND AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING OPERATION

4.1 CODE REQUIREMENTS:

Controllers of the 2742-PLC series when used in Standard mode have Automatic Time Closing car gate(s) and associated door(s) after being open a pre-determined time.

The purpose of Automatic Time Closing system is to keep all doors closed making elevator available for a call from a remote floor.

Peelle control arrangement complies with Automatic Time Closing System requirements of ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.13.3.4 for power doors on automatic elevators or continuous-pressure operation elevators. Peelle equipment for Momentary Pressure and Automatic Time Closing System include:

4.1.1 A warning buzzer mounted on the car which sounds 5 seconds before the door or gate starts to automatically close and continues to sound until door reaches slow speed (hoistway door substantially closed).
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4.2 OTHER FEATURES:
4.2.1 The Automatic Time Closing System initiation is self-contained within the Peelle controller and optional elevator control initiation is needed only for Hold-Open (See Section 4.5).
4.2.2 Continuous-pressure activation of the door close pushbutton in the car or at the landing is always available without time delay for the Automatic Time Closing System.
4.2.3 During or prior to Automatic Time Closing, the time delay may be reset to full allowance of open-door-time by use of the door-open pushbutton in the car or at the landing.
4.2.4 An adjustment is provided with 15sec., 30sec., 45sec., 1min., 1.5min., 2min., 3min. and 5min. settings (see controller setup settings). The timer is set to a customer/user’s desired time for loading and unloading conditions. Changes in this timer setting to suit modified loading conditions should be made by an authorized person familiar with control.
4.2.5 During Automatic Time Closing, if the reopening device senses an obstruction causing a reversal (reopen) during an Automatic Time Closing, a full time delay will occur prior to allowance of a new automatic time closing or remote automatic time closing.

4.3 MOMENTARY PRESSURE CLOSING OPERATION:
4.3.1 If momentary pressure close operation is desired per ASME A17.1/CSA B44 Rule 2.13.3.4, initiation +24 to DCM should be used for door close pushbutton inputs. With the door and gate open and momentary door close initiation, automatic door closing commences.
   1. Without any interruptions from a door open initiation, stop button or loss of the Zone Z contact, warning buzzer energizes.
   2. After a 3 second delay, direction operation is initiated (See Sequence Operation 3.1.2 Closing Direction).
4.3.2 If an obstruction in the path of a car gate is registered by the Reopening Device during the Closing sequence, the operation is changed to open operation causing door and gate to reopen.
4.3.3 During the Momentary Pressure Closing operation: from the beginning of closing travel motion to the close position, momentary pressure on the open pushbutton will cause de-energization of the close direction relays and automatic reopening is initiated. (See Sequence Operation 3.1.3. Automatic Reopening).
4.3.4 With the door and gate open by operation of an elevator controller Hold-Open initiation, disconnects the timing circuit and allows the door and gate to remain open for an indefinite period (See Hold-Open Operation 4.5).

4.4 AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING: DETAILED EXPLANATION
4.4.1 All standard door control systems are available with Automatic Time Closing. Refer to Manual 202, Freight Door Control Interface and Initiating Contacts, for instructions on how to setup this feature.
4.4.2 After an open initiation of the door and gate, through automatic-opening upon elevator arrival or by door pushbutton, and when the gate has moved sufficiently to allow gate slow speed close limit DCL and GCL, the Automatic Time Closing timer commences timing.
   1. Without any interruptions from a door open initiation, stop button or loss of the Zone Z contact, completion of the preset time will energize the warning bell/buzzer.
   2. After 5 seconds (minimum preset time), direction operation is initiated (See Sequence Operation 3.1.2 Closing Direction).
   3. When the close operation proceeds to the point of door and gate slow speed, Automatic Time Closing Sequence is reset. Completion of the close direction from slow speed to full closed position is the same as the Sequence Operation arrangement without Automatic Time Closing. (See Sequence Operation 3.1.2. Closing Direction).
4.4.3 During the Automatic Time Closing, timing from the first energization of the timer until closing travel motion begins, momentary pressure on the door open pushbutton will activate a reset of the timing to full time.
4.4.4 During the Automatic Time Closing operation: from the beginning of closing travel motion to the close position, momentary pressure on the open pushbutton or if an obstruction in the path of a car gate is registered by the Reopening Device, will cause de-energization of the close direction relays and automatic reopening is initiated. (See Sequence Operation 3.1.3. Automatic Reopening).
4.4.5 If the door and car gate are closed by operating the door close pushbutton (on the elevator car, or at the associated landing) before the warning bell rings, continuous-pressure, close operation is attained. (Note: See Sequence Operation 3.1.2. Closing Direction).
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4.4.6 If the door close pushbutton is operated with continuous-pressure after the warning bell sounds but before commencement of closing, normal closing operation will occur but the warning bell will continue to ring. Should the door close pushbutton be released prior to establishment of the automatic time closing, automatic reopening will occur (See Sequence Operation 3.1.3. Automatic Reopening).

4.4.7 The Hold-Open initiation of the elevator controller disconnects the timing circuit and allows the door and gate to remain open for an indefinite period (See Hold-Open Operation 4.5).

4.5 IN ADDITION TO CODE REQUIREMENTS:
    HOLD-OPEN OPERATION:
    If Hold-Open is required, initiation +24 to X12 at any time will hold the doors in the open position and ignore any close input or Automatic Time Closing time-out initiation. The purpose of this feature is to permit an extended period of loading or unloading when desired. See also Other features sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 relative to extending open door time.

4.6 FIREFIGHTERS SERVICE WITH MOMENTARY PRESSURE CLOSING AND AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING:
    When Firefighters service is initiated through elevator controller to door controller interconnects, the action is the same as covered under Section 3.4 Firefighters Service.
## APPENDIX – G
Controller Part Numbers

### POWER OPERATED FREIGHT ELEVATOR DOOR AND GATE
**CONTROLLER SERIES 2742-PLC**
(Standard & Slave Type)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURES</th>
<th>CONTROLLER NUMBERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARD OR SLAVE TYPE CONTROL</strong></td>
<td>AUTOMATIC TIME CLOSING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER SETTING</td>
<td>USER SETTING IN STANDARD ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USER SETTING</td>
<td>USER SETTING IN STANDARD ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** The suffix added to the controller part number indicates the incoming voltage to the power transformer.

Example: A single line controller with fire service and an incoming 3 phase voltage of 480V would be a 274200-480
## APPENDIX – H

### PEELLE MOTOR DATA

FOR DOOR AND GATE AND RETIRING CAM MOTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>TORQUE ENCLOSURE</th>
<th>ASSEMBLY OPERATOR PART NO.</th>
<th>MOTOR PART NO.</th>
<th>CURRENT AMPS HI</th>
<th>CURRENT AMPS LOW</th>
<th>NOMINAL TORQUE (IN. LBS.)</th>
<th>DUTY RATING MINUTES</th>
<th>MAXIMUM TIME ON %</th>
<th>PHASE RESIST-OHMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STANDARD TORQUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>EXPLOSION RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>0560</td>
<td>56921</td>
<td>1.5 0.8</td>
<td>15 5 16 105 250</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOISTURE RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>0594</td>
<td>59421</td>
<td>1.0 0.6</td>
<td>18 5 16 102 240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH TORQUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>EXPLOSION RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>0569</td>
<td>56910</td>
<td>2.0 1.0</td>
<td>20 5 16 70 150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOISTURE RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>0595</td>
<td>59521</td>
<td>1.8 1.1</td>
<td>20 5 16 70 150</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAR GATE 900/300 SYN. RPM MOTOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>STANDARD TORQUE</strong></td>
<td>2518</td>
<td>25182</td>
<td>1.3 2.0</td>
<td>15 5 16 45 115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPLOSION RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>2528</td>
<td>25282</td>
<td>0.7 2.2</td>
<td>16 5 16 45 145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOISTURE RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>2548</td>
<td>25482</td>
<td>1.6 2.0</td>
<td>16 5 16 45 145</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HIGH TORQUE</strong></td>
<td><strong>TENV</strong></td>
<td>2517</td>
<td>25172</td>
<td>1.5 2.0</td>
<td>16 5 16 45 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPLOSION RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>2527</td>
<td>25272</td>
<td>0.8 2.8</td>
<td>20 5 16 45 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOISTURE RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>2547</td>
<td>25472</td>
<td>1.5 2.0</td>
<td>16 5 16 45 50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RETIRING CAM 600 SYN. RPM MOTOR</strong></td>
<td><strong>STANDARD TORQUE</strong></td>
<td>233020</td>
<td>33050</td>
<td>0.5 1.0</td>
<td>10 30 50 109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPLOSION RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>23306</td>
<td>233048</td>
<td>0.5 1.0</td>
<td>10 30 50 109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MOISTURE RESISTANT</strong></td>
<td>233065</td>
<td>233060</td>
<td>0.5 1.0</td>
<td>10 30 50 109</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTE:** PRIOR TO 1994 SYN. RPM WAS 1200/300. LISTED UNITS ARE INTERCHANGEABLE REPLACEMENTS.